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A structure theorem is given for nondegenerate Jordan algebras J satisfying the
ascending chain condition on annihilators of a single element and such that J
contains no infinite direct sum of inner deals inside the inner ideal generated by
each element x g J. As a consequence of this theorem and of the main results of a
  . .previous paper by the authors J. Algebra 174 1995 , 1024]1048 , it is obtained
that such Jordan algebras J are precisely the local orders in nondegenerate Jordan
algebras satisfying dcc on principal inner ideals and without non-artinian quadratic
ideals, which extends to local orders the Zel'manov theorem for Goldie Jordan
algebras. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We remind the reader of the basic quadratic notations; as references we
w x  .  .mention the books 4, 5 . A quadratic Jordan algebra J, U, 2 over an
arbitrary ring of scalars F is a F-module J with quadratic maps U : J ª
 .  .End J and 2 : J ª J squaring satisfying the following identities in allF
scalars extensions:
V y s x 2 ( y 1 .x , x
U x( y s x(U y 2 .  .x x
22 2U x s x 3 .  .x
22U U x s U y 4 .  .x y x
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U 2 s U 2 5 .x x
U s U U U . 6 .U y x y xx
 .2 2 2  4Here x( y s x q y y x y y and V z s U y s xyz s U y yx, y x, z xqz
1  .U y y U y. In the case that g F, quadratic Jordan algebras can bex z 2
characterized axiomatically as the linear Jordan algebras with product
1  .x ? y s x( y satisfying2
x ? y s y ? x , x 2 ? y ? x s x 2 ? y ? x . . .
Recall that an inner ideal of J is a submodule M of J such that
U J ; M. If x g J then U J is an inner ideal, the principal inner idealM x
determined by x.
w x w xFollowing 5 or 8 , the annihilator of any subset X of a Jordan algebra
 .  .J is the subset ann X s ann X of all elements z g J satisfyingJ
U x s U z s V s V s U U s U U s 0z x z , x x , z z x x z
w xfor all x g X. Properties of annihilators are listed in 8 . In particular,
 .ann X is an inner ideal of J for each subset X of J. For a linear Jordan
 .algebra J, ann X coincides with that defined by Zel'manov, i.e.,J
ann X s z g J : z ? X s z , J , X s 0 , 4 .  .J
 .  .  .where a, b, c s a ? b ? c y a ? b ? c is the associator of a, b, c.
A Jordan algebra is nondegenerate if U s 0 implies a s 0. When J isa
nondegenerate the annihilator of an ideal I of J has an easy expression
 w x.see 7
 4ann I s a g J : U I s 0 7 .  .a
and satisfies
I l ann I s 0. 8 .  .
An easy consequence of the above results is the following:
LEMMA 1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra, B an ideal of J, and
 .J s Jrann B the quotient algebra with canonical projection p : x ª x of J
onto J. Then
 .i J is nondegenerate,
 .  .  .ii for x g B and z g J, z g ann x if and only if z g ann x .J J
 .  .As a consequence of ii , if J satisfies acc on ann x , x g B, then J satisfiesJ
 .acc on ann x , x g B.J
 .Proof. i Let x g J be such that U s 0. Thenx
U B ; B l ann B s 0 .x
 .  .  .by 8 , which implies x g ann B by 7 .
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 .  .  .ii Clearly, if z g ann x then z g ann x . Conversely, if z gJ J
 .  .ann x then z annihilates x module ann B , but x g B. Hence z annihi-J
 .  .lates x module ann B l B s 0 by 8 .
A Jordan algebra J is prime if U C s 0 implies B s 0 or C s 0, forB
w xB, C ideals of J. Following 7 a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J is prime
if and only if it has orthogonality intersection, that is, for any non-zero
ideals B, C of J its intersection B l C is non-zero. Moreover, for nonde-
generate Jordan algebras, primeness is inherited by ideals.
2. UNIFORM IDEALS
Let J be a Jordan algebra. An ideal I of J will be called uniform if for
any non-zero ideals B, C of J inside I, the intersection B l C is non-zero.
THEOREM 1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Then
 .i A non-zero ideal I of J is uniform if and only if its annihilator
 .  .ann I is maximal among all annihilators ann B with B being a non-zero
ideal of J.
 .ii For each uniform ideal I of J there exists a maximal uniform ideal
  ..M of J containing I, actually M s ann ann I .
 .iii The sum of all maximal uniform ideals of J is direct.
 .Proof. i Suppose first that I is a uniform ideal. We note that for
 .every non-zero ideal B of J inside I, ann B l I s 0. Otherwise,
 .  .   ..ann B l I / 0 would imply that B l ann B s B l I l ann B / 0
 .  .by uniformity of I, which contradicts 8 . Now ann B l I s 0 implies that
 .  .ann B ; ann I . Suppose that C is a non-zero ideal of J such that
 .  .  .  .ann I ; ann C . If C l I s 0 then C ; ann I ; ann C and hence
C s 0 by nondegeneracy of J, which is a contradiction, so C l I is a
non-zero ideal contained in I. Then we have by the first part of the proof
 .  .  .  .  .that ann C ; ann C l I ; ann I , and hence ann C s ann I , as
required.
 .Suppose now that ann I is maximal among all the annihilators ideals
 .ann D , D a non-zero ideal of J. Let B and C be non-zero ideals of
 .  .  .  .J inside I. Since B ; I, ann I ; ann B and hence ann I s ann B
 .by maximality of ann I . Now B l C s 0 would imply that C ; I l
 .ann I s 0, which is a contradiction.
 .   ..    ...ii Note that ann ann I is uniform because ann ann ann I s
 .  .ann I which is maximal by i . Let B be a uniform ideal of J containing I.
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 .  .  .  .  .Then ann B ; ann I implies ann B s ann I by maximality of ann B
  ..   ..and hence B ; ann ann B s ann ann I .
 .  4iii Let M s M be the family of all maximal uniform ideals of J.a
Take M g M. Thenb
M ? M s M ? M ; M l M s 0  b a b a b a /
a/b a/b a/b
 .  .since if M l M were non-zero then ann M ; ann M l M wouldb a a b a
imply that
ann M s ann M l M s ann M . .  .b b a a
  ..   ..by maximality, and hence M s ann ann M s ann ann M s M ,a a b b
 .which is a contradiction. Now M ?  M s 0 implies that M lb a / b a b
 . M s 0 since J is nondegenerate.a / b a
COROLLARY 1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra and I a uniform
 .ideal of J. Then the quotient algebra J s Jrann I is a prime nondegenerate
Jordan algebra.
 .Proof. Let B, C be ideals of J such that B l C ; ann I . If both BJ
 .and C are not contained in ann I , then B l I and C l I are non-zero,J
and hence B l C l I / 0 by uniformity of I, which is a contradiction
 .because I l ann I s 0. Thus one of these ideals B or C is contained inJ
 .ann I , as required.J
3. UNIFORM ELEMENTS
Since annihilators are inner ideals, for any element u in a Jordan
 .  .algebra J, ann u ; ann x for x g U J. Now a non-zero element u g J isu
called uniform if
ann u s ann x for any 0 / x g U J . .  . u
Notice that if u g J is uniform then every non-zero element in the inner
ideal generated by u is uniform as well. Clearly every non-zero element
 .u g J such that ann u is maximal is a uniform element. In particular, if J
satisfies acc on the annihilators of its elements, then every non-zero inner
ideal of J contains a uniform element. Moreover, by using socle theory
 w x.see 6 it is not difficult to see that an element x in the socle of J is
uniform if and only if x is minimal, that is, it generates a minimal inner
ideal.
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PROPOSITION 1. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra. Then e¨ery
uniform element u g J generates a uniform ideal.
 .Proof. Let I s I u denote the ideal of J generated by u and let B, C
be non-zero ideals of J contained in I. We must prove that B l C is
non-zero. Note first that U B and similarly U C are both non-zero.u u
 .  .Otherwise, U B s 0 would imply u g ann B , and hence B ; I ; ann B ,u
which is a contradiction. Thus there exists b g B such that U b / 0, sou
 .  .ann u s ann U b by uniformity of u. Hence, if B l C were zero, thenu
C ; ann B ; ann U b s ann u .  .  .u
 .which would imply that u g ann C , which is a contradiction as shown
above.
Let J be nondegenerate and u g J uniform. The maximal uniform ideal
 .M u of J containing u will be called the uniform component of u, and the
 .sum  M u of all the uniform components will be called the foundation
 .  .of J and denoted by F J . Notice that by iii of Theorem 1, the sum
 . M u is direct.
Remark 1. There exist further elements generating uniform ideals. In
fact, it can be shown that every element ¨ of a nondegenerate Jordan
algebra J generating a uniform inner ideal, that is, two non-zero inner
ideals of J inside U J have always non-zero intersection, also generates a¨
uniform ideal. However, uniform elements work better than those ele-
ments generating uniform inner ideals.
w x  4Following 3 , an essential subdirect product J of a collection J ofa
Jordan algebras is any subdirect product of the J which contains ana
essential ideal of the direct product of the J . If J is actually contained ina
the direct sum of the J , then J will be called an essential subdirect sum.a
4. NONDEGENERATE JORDAN ALGEBRAS WITH
LOCAL GOLDIE CONDITIONS
 .Given a subset X of a Jordan algebra J, write K X to denote theJ
 4inner ideal of J generated by X. A direct sum of inner ideals I is defineda
 .by the condition that I l K  I s 0 for each I . An elementb J a / b a b
x g J is said to have finite Goldie dimension if J does not contain infinite
direct sums of inner ideals inside U J.x
LEMMA 2. Let B be an ideal of a nondegenerate Jordan algebra J. If a g J
has finite Goldie dimension then a has also finite Goldie dimension in
 .J s Jrann B .
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Proof. Let  I be a direct sum of inner ideals of J inside U J. Fora x
y1 .each a set I s p I which is an inner ideal of J. We claim that thea a
inner ideal L s I l U J l B is non-zero. Indeed, take a non-zero ele-a a x
 .  .ment a g I . Since I ; U J, there exists y g J such that p a s p U y .a a x x
 .Hence U y is an element of I l U J which is not in ann B . Thenx a x
L s I l U J l B is a non-zero inner ideal. We are going to show thata a x
the sum of inner ideals  L is direct. Indeed, for each index b ,a
L l K L ; I l K I l B b J a b J a /  /
a/b a/b
 .  .but I l K  I ; ann B because the sum  I is direct. Henceb J a / b a a
L l K L ; B l ann B s 0. .b J a /
a/b
Since x has finite Goldie dimension, this direct sum of inner ideals must
be finite, which proves that x has also finite Goldie dimension, as
required.
THEOREM 2. Let J be a nondegenerate Jordan algebra such that e¨ery
non-zero ideal of J contains a uniform element. Then J is an essential subdirect
product of prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras J each of which contains aa
uniform element. In fact, the foundation of J is an essential ideal of the direct
product of the J .a
If additionally e¨ery element x g J has finite Goldie dimension, then J is
actually an essential subdirect sum of the J and each element x g J hasa a a
finite Goldie dimension.
 .   ..Proof. Let F J be the foundation of J. Then ann F J s 0 since
otherwise it would contain a uniform element u, and hence by Proposition
 .   ..   ..   ..1, I u ; ann F J ; ann I u which is a contradiction. Now ann F J
 .s F M u s 0 implies that J is a subdirect product of the Jordan algebras
 .J s Jrann M where M ranges over the family of all uniform compo-a a a
nents of J. Clearly M is an essential ideal of  J . Since by Corollary[ a a
1 each J is prime and nondegenerate, we must now show that J containsa a
a uniform element, but this is clear since if u g M is uniform in J then ua
 .is uniform in J by Lemma 1 ii .a
Suppose now that every element x g J has finite Goldie dimension. We
 .claim that x g ann M up to at most for a finite set of indices. Supposea
 4on the contrary that there exists an infinite sequence a of indices suchn
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 .that x f ann M for all positive integers n. Thenan
0 / I :s U Mn x a n
form an infinite direct sum of inner ideals of J inside U J, which contra-x
dicts that x has finite Goldie dimension. This proves the claim. Now it
follows from Lemma 2 that every element x g J has finite Goldiea a
dimension, as required.
w xRemark 2. A statement similar to Theorem 2 was proved in 2 , for the
case of an associative algebra, by using powerful techniques of ring theory.
We stress that our approach is elementary and allows us also to get the
associative result.
5. LOCAL GOLDIE THEOREM FOR JORDAN ALGEBRAS
For definitions not explicitly stated in this section the reader is referred
w xto 1 .
THEOREM 3. A linear Jordan algebra J is a local order in a nondegenerate
Jordan algebra Q satisfying dcc on principal inner ideals and such that Q does
not contain non-artinian quadratic ideals, if and only if J is nondegenerate,
with acc on annihilators of a single element, and such that each of its element
has finite Goldie dimension.
Proof. Suppose that J is a nondegenerate Jordan algebra satisfying acc
 .on ann x and such that each of its elements has finite Goldie dimension,J
i.e., for each a g J, J contains no infinite direct sum of inner ideals inside
U J. By the acc on annihilators, each non-zero inner ideal I of J containsa
a uniform element, so, by Theorem 2,
M e J F J 9 .[ [a a
 4with M being the family of all uniform components of J, and M e J ,a a a
  ..where J isomorphic to Jrann M is a prime nondegenerate Jordana J a
algebra containing uniform elements and such that each of its elements xa
w xhas finite Goldie dimension. Then by 1, Theorem 25 , each J is a locala
order in a simple Jordan algebra Q containing minimal inner ideal anda
w xwhich is not a non-artinian quadratic factor. Hence, by 1, Theorem 23 ,
M is also a local order in Q . Then it is easy to see that M is a local[a a a
order in the Jordan algebra Q [ Q , which is nondegenerate and[ a
agrees with its socle, equivalently satisfies dcc on principal inner ideals.
 . w  .xNow 9 implies, by 1, 4.1 , that J is a weak local order, and hence a local
w x w xorder by 1, Theorem 20 in Q. The converse follows from 1, Theorem 20 .
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